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Preface
January 2010

The seeds of this report were planted two
years ago when I received a call from Marilyn
Fowler of California. Marilyn and I became
acquainted when we traveled together to Beijing,
China for the Fourth World Conference on Women
in 1995, and occasionally met each other at the
United Nation’s conferences. Over the past
decade, we had lost touch. When I received her
call, the memories of our grassroots activities,
gaining entry into numerous official meetings,
sleeping on friends’ couches to lower travel costs,
groups of women chatting while stuffing letters to
legislators, and developing my own understanding
of how nations work all came back to me.
Marilyn called to ask me to help her
organize American women.
Four months later I found myself on a
plane to Big Horn, Wyoming, joining Marilyn and
other Beijing 1995 alumnae to commemorate the
election of Estelle Reel of Wyoming, the first
woman Member of Congress. It was in Big Horn
that we re-affirmed our commitment to bring
American women together and to pursue an
agenda that had increasingly been neglected in
our nation’s capital.
Reforms had slowed, and the passage of
CEDAW* seemed no more imminent than it had
eighteen years before, when it had first been
introduced. Domestic violence was on the rise,
the school drop-out rate had increased, more and
more woman of color were impacted by the
spread of HIV/AIDS, and high incarceration rates
continued to decimate minority families and
communities. In addition, there had been little
governmental engagement with grassroots

organizations to aid or partner in creating solutions.
Although US Women Connect was left to carry
the torch after the White House office on Women and
Girls was shut down for eight long years, we are
hopeful that the new Administration will work with us
in pursuing policy that will positively affect the lives of
women and girls.
This report, the Beijing + 15 Assessment on
Women and Girls in New England (an update of the
Beijing Platform for Action outlined fifteen years ago)
addresses critical areas of concern that New England
Women face in 2010, and is meant to both document
where we are as of 2010 and outline a “road map” for
the future. Our report will be the first of many; within
the next few years, we hope to encourage every state
and region to complete an assessment using ours as a
sample.
As Marilyn always says, lets keep on moving
forward!

Jackie Weatherspoon
Co-Chair, New England Women’s Forum
Vice President and Region 1 Director, US Women Connect
New Hampshire House of Representative, 1996 – 2002

*The United Nations Convention on the Elimination of all Forms

of Discrimination against Women
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Introduction
PROGRESS OF WOMEN IN THE UNITED STATES

NEW ENGLAND WOMEN’S FORUM

In 1961, John F. Kennedy founded the Commission on Women with Eleanor Roosevelt as the
chair. State commissions followed, holding annual
meetings. In 1998, President Clinton signed into law
H.R.3007 and established the Commission on the
Advancement of Women and Minorities in Science,
Engineering, and Technology Development Act
(CAWMSET), which was developed and sponsored
by Congresswoman Constance A. Morella (R-MD)
and amended by Representative Donald Payne (DNJ) to include minorities and persons with disabilities. The Commission, upon 30 days of submitting
its report, was dissolved in 2000.

The New England Women’s Forum, held on
December 13, 2009, brought together more than
220 women and men from all six states in New England, including more than 50 girls, to assess progress in six of the twelve critical areas outlined in
the Beijing Platform for Action. Participants shared
ideas, discussed barriers to progress and celebrated
successes. This report is the result of the discussions and surveys that were taken prior and during
the conference. It will be folded into a US Women’s
Agenda via US Women Connect throughout 2010
and the UN Beijing + 15 Conference at the UN Commission on the Status of Women from March 1 to
March 12th, 2010.

National Activities
Presence at the federal level resumed in
2010 with the creation of the White House Council
on Women and Girls. Many Commissions on the
Status of Women have addressed state issues and
were only loosely connected at the national level.
However, in the past 10 years they have organized
through US Women Connect to represent women's
issues at a national level.
Local and Grassroots Activities
Women's issues have been represented at
the grassroots level in numerous ways including
powerful national organizations such as the National Organization for Women, Feminist Majority
Foundation, and Planned Parenthood Federation.
There are recent reports by non-profit organizations, such as The Shriver Report from the Center of
American Progress and The White House Project
founded by Marie Wilson, that address a number of
issues. New organizations have emerged such as
Sister Song for women of color, and Code Pink
which focuses on bringing peace and prosperity.
This report aims to inform the grassroots organizing
efforts and encourage others to collaborate and join
activities in their respective spheres.
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The original Beijing conference labored and
birthed the call to action on women’s issues in
1995, and now this meeting in 2010 renewed the
conversation in New England, welcoming men in
the planning and discussion and emphasizing that
“Women’s rights are human rights”, as Hilary Clinton so eloquently said 15 years ago in China. Keynote speaker Madeleine May Kunin, former Governor of Vermont, echoed this sentiment. While she
recognized that great strides have been made nationally and internationally, there is still work to do,
particularly for women, to take more leadership
roles in all areas - especially in politics. “Equity in all
areas can only happen if women are in leadership
roles,” Kunin said. “Women hold up half the sky,”
she quoted, as she held up the recently published
book by Pulitzer Prize-winning authors, Nicholas
Kristof and Sheryl WuDunn.
The United States ranks 73rd out of 138
countries – behind Iraq and Afghanistan – in political representation by women. Only 17 percent of
Congress is female. Kunin listed a number of barriers, not the least of which is that politics does not
look to be an attractive career path for young
women, and that women can be inhibited by leadership and power. She suggested a new kind of
feminist movement in which women take their pri-

vate concerns into the public arena. Women need
to harness their anger and fuel their imagination to
see a world different from today’s, and then be optimistic enough to believe that anything is possible
in America.
“It’s good to fundraise for breast cancer,”
she said, “but if you’re Nancy Pelosi, you can appropriate a billion dollars for research.”
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Forum For Girls

INTRODUCTION by Emma, High school senior
Education, welfare, and independence are universal rights. Everyone, male, female, African, European, Asian, American should be able to live their lives with assurance of these basic principles. Sadly, many
are deprived. Throughout the world girls are kept home from school, forced to marry, forced to work and
forced to keep quiet.
I first became involved in advocating for girls’ and women’s rights because I was shocked and disappointed to find out that a vast gender gap still exists in our modern world. I remember talking to my
mother’s friend, a woman who works for an NGO in Afghanistan, about her job. “I work to provide women
and girls with the opportunity to learn and work,” she told me. In Afghanistan it is very rare for girls to attend school. Often girls who attempt to learn to read or perform basic computation are ostracized by society
and their books are burned. As I listened, I could feel my throat tighten and my face grow hot. I love school.
I love learning. I love making my own decisions. After I learned of the disparity that exists between men and
women, I could not sit quietly. A life without books, without numbers, without letters, without the power to
make my own decisions I would find utterly frustrating and unbearable. Yet, this is a life many girls and
women wake up to everyday. These are lives we have the power to change.
As high school girls, we are the future; our actions will shape a new world. And so, we must work together. We must turn our backs on the past and start a new future. A future founded on upholding universal
gender equality.
INTRODUCTION by Dasol, High school senior
A couple weeks ago I was talking to my friend and personal mentor Mrs. Weatherspoon, and she said
to me, “You are the Next Generation of women’s rights.” Which got me thinking: what does “women’s
rights” mean to me? So I would like to take this time to outline what I see as some of the goals of today’s
women’s movement and how I see my generation going about achieving these goals.
First and foremost, women’s rights mean diversity. If you look at history, women’s rights have always
been by white upper class women. Reform in mental hospitals, better tenant housing, right to abortion, suffrage – all led by or comprised primarily of white upper class women. Bill Gates once told a segregated audience in Saudi Arabia that the country’s goal of being the top 10 countries in the world in technology by 2010
was not achievable unless it began utilizing half the talent available in the country – meaning the female
population.
Women’s rights movement will accomplish its goals only if it utilizes women of all races and economic
backgrounds. Otherwise, we will fall into the very pitfall that male domination poses. I hope that the diversity I see around the room today will be a model for future women’s rights movements.
Secondly, women’s rights mean security, stability, economic prosperity for both males and females
around the world. The Hunger Project recently declared that “Women are the key to ending hunger in Africa,” because as Goldman Sachs concluded in a 2009 research report “Gender inequality hurts economic
growth.” Research shows that greater female involvement in society and economy undermines extremism
3

and terrorism.
Policy makers seem to agree: Obama has appointed a new White House Council on Women and
Girls. Joint Chiefs of Staff and international security
specialists are working to increase girls’ education in
countries like Afghanistan. The US has called war
against terror and is facing a great recession today. In
these times, we need more than ever to look to gender equality for solutions.
Sheryl WuDunn said “Women’s rights are the
cause of our time.” I cannot agree more, and on that
note I would like to welcome all of you to the first
ever New England Conference on Women and Girls at
Phillips Exeter Academy.

GIRLS’ REPORT
A unique aspect of the New England conference was providing our future leaders, junior high and
high school girls, the opportunity to speak with
women in the political arena and afterward to identify critical areas of concern with adults. Following
introductory remarks and the keynote address by
Governor Madeleine Kunin, a panel of politicians met
with the young women to answer their questions.
They included: Congresswoman Carol SheaPorter (NH); NH State Senator Maggie Hassan; NH
State Senator Betty Lasky; NH State Senate President
Sylvia Larsen; NH State Representative Donna
Schlachman; NH State Representative Melanie
Levesque; NH State Representative Jackie Cali-Pitts;
Wife of Congressman Paul Hodes (NH), Peggo Hortsman Hodes; and Daughter of U.S. Senator, Jeanne
Shaheen (NH) and Chair of the New Hampshire Commission on the Status of Women, Stephanie Shaheen.
The politicians’ message to the girls reinforced
Kunin’s:
•

Get involved in politics

•

Don’t wait for an invitation to run for office.
Legislators took time to answer the girls’ ques-

tions, including their request for opportunities to
work on campaigns in the next election cycle—to
which they replied the girls will be welcome.
The Forum For Girls was conducted using
the “World Café” model of discussion. The girls discussed current issues relevant to them and what
they saw among peers, how they envision their future, and recommendations and solutions to create
that future. After discussing issues related to the
twelve critical areas, they took time to write a letter
and video record their message to President Barack
Obama.
Four themes repeatedly emerged out of the
Forum For Girls: health, media, education and violence. The following are summaries of their conversations in the World Café.

The girls identified that there is still a double
standard when it comes to gender-acceptable behavior, and that girls are still being suppressed.
They reported that there is more severe punishment for girls’ aggression and/or anger than boys.
In addition, girls who take initiative still feel pressure from parents and peers. The girls felt they
were being stereotyped to be a certain way and
that higher expectations are placed on them, which
lead to inner anger at oneself and others that can’t
be expressed.
Higher education was also a concern for the
girls. Among specific issues identified: the cost of
college; lack of support from family and friends;
generally believing or being told that college is a
waste of time.
The school environment was described as
destructive. Bullying, name calling, cliques, being
judged by the clothes one wore were listed as
stressors that not only affected self-esteem but academic performance.
Girls identified the media as self-esteem killers. Body image and weight have been significant
4

issues. Girls use their money on clothes, make up,
plastic surgery, and tanning, eventually hurting
themselves and their body to reach an unreachable
ideal that the media continue to portray.
Many girls focused on personal empowerment, saying that currently girls take things too personally and could think about solutions, alternatives, and be confident that they can change the
world. Girls want to be able to make their own decisions and want to be heard. However, the girls
under 18 do not feel they have a say: they cannot
vote, and therefore, they feel that they cannot accomplish much.
Girls would also like to see better access to
health care and birth control in schools, communities and families. They stressed that assistance with
education alone does not work. Health classes are
not enough because many of them teach abstinence only. Teenagers need information about being safe instead. The girls would also like to see parents become more supportive of at least helping
their children with protection when they decide to
become sexually active. The current message from
parents – don’t have sex – scares kids. Instead, they
want to know about ‘birth control!’
The strong female role models in our society
were recognized by the girls who would like to see
this continue. They noted heroines, such as Lady
Gaga, who encourage girls to be confident and successful.
At the same time, they would like to change how
the media portray women, with less emphasis on
girls’ bodies (skinny models) so girls can have confidence to take criticism and do what they want.
More mentors to help in and out of school
and access for ALL ages to programs and organizations, such as Boys and Girls Club of America, were
identified as strong needs by the girls.
The girls hope to see women have equal
working rights and an elimination of the unequal
pay. They also hope the men and women will share
5

house work equally.
The plight of abused children and teens was
also identified, with the hope of a safe place in
which these children can speak up, be supported,
and to support each other.
More women in the sciences and math, as
well as having classes geared more towards girls
learning, were also identified along with more support for women’s sports, earlier exposure and
awareness to political issues and a Governmentsponsored day care.

In brainstorming how to realize these
dreams, the girls developed the following solutions:
Education is key. For the girls, this meant
educational reforms were needed, such as institutionalizing liberal arts education. They noted that a
stronger base in history, along with different ideas
from different cultures would expand people’s horizons.
The standards for education also need to be
raised to conform to the changing demands of an
evolving society. This would include better health
classes in elementary and middle school, not only
for reproductive education, but also issues of body
image and self-esteem.
They suggested that anti-bullying campaigns
in the schools and in the media would be helpful.
More female role models with the message “you
are your own person; you know yourself the best,”
would also be a good use of media.
The girls recommended that programs be
created to inspire girls to go to college in grades 912. They also identified developing mentors closer
to their own age for science and math, especially
starting in middle school where confidence is built.
Scholarships for college would also be helpful, they
said.

Forum For Women

According to the United Nations Summary
Report in 1995,
The Platform for Action, an agenda for
women’s empowerment, seeks to…promote
and protect the full enjoyment of all human
rights and the fundamental freedoms of all
women throughout their life cycle. It also
calls for establishing the principle of shared
power and responsibility between women
and men at home, in the workplace and in
the wider national and international communities.
While the girls were meeting, each woman
participant joined one focus group that assessed a
critical area of concern, defined from a summary
document of the Platform for Action. These focus
groups included: Violence, Media, Health, Poverty,
Economy, and Institutional Mechanisms. Each
group was facilitated by an expert along with a student reporter. After the focus group discussions,
attendees regrouped for reports from each area,
and worked with the girls to identify emerging issues.
The six critical areas intersect in many ways,
including poverty and health, the economic downturn and domestic violence, institutional mechanisms and the media, among many other crossovers. We have organized this section by focus
group; each begins with the UN Summary Report of
the Platform recommendations, followed by the
group report.

HEALTH
•

Increase women’s access throughout the life cycle to appropriate, affordable and quality health
care, information and related services.

•

Reduce material mortality by at least 50 % of
the 1990 levels by the year 2000 and a further ½
by the year 2015.

•

Encourage both women and men to take responsibility for their sexual and reproductive behavior.

•

Undertake gender-sensitive initiatives that address sexually transmitted diseases, HIV/AIDS
and sexual and reproductive health issues.

•

Increase resources and monitor follow-up for
women’s health.

Significant strides have been made in
women’s health issues. For example, women are
living longer, fewer are dying from osteoporosis,
and increasingly, women are obtaining degrees in
health care professions. However, there are still
many areas that require attention: access to health
care; maternal mortality; reproductive rights and
sexual behavior of the genders, which also has an
impact on HIV/AID and other STD issues; and funding for women’s health care.

Maternal mortality
While maternal mortality rates went down
over the last quarter of the 20th century, they
started to increase again in 2006 in all communities,
with the African American community seeing the
sharpest increases: from 5.5 deaths per live births
to 9.1 in the white community; from 7.9 to 10.2 in
the Hispanic community, and from 23.3 to 34.8 in
the African American community.

Reproductive health and sexual behavior
When it comes to reproductive health, edu6

cation and sexual behavior, many political decisions
are hampered by moral reasons, including the right
to choose and contraceptive education. It is evident, for example, that the abstinence-only form of
education is not working, and has actually had a
detrimental impact on our society. There is no accountability for the quality of life once babies are
born, and we are seeing children raising children
with no support or guidance. Additionally, the Stupek amendment on the health care bill endangers a
woman’s right to choose.
The right to choose is particularly crucial in
the Latino community. Seventy-nine percent of
new HIV/AIDS cases are Latina women due to unspoken homosexual experiences among married
men who do not wear condoms. Some of the behavior is enabled by deep cultural beliefs, such as
women being seen as producers of children.
Women are also afraid of domestic violence if they
insist on condom use.

Mental health
Women’s mental health has declined with
an increase in depression, eating disorders, obesity
and addictions, often caused by the multiple roles
women carry: caregivers for parents and children;
wage earners and domestic work. In addition,
women who are incarcerated do not receive mental
health care.

VIOLENCE
•

Adopt and implement legislation to end violence
against women.

•

Work actively to ratify and implement all international agreements related to violence against
women, including the UN Convention on the
Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination
Against Women (CEDAW).

•

Adopt new laws and enforce existing ones to
punish members of security forces and police or
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any other State agents for acts of violence
against women.
•

Set up shelters, provide legal and other services
for girls and women at risk, and provide counseling and rehabilitation for perpetrators of violence against women.

•

Step up national and international cooperation
to dismantle networks engaged in trafficking in
women.

Recognizing that no work has been done on
the first three items, including the lack of US ratification of CEDAW, there is considerable movement in
setting up shelters, providing legal and other services. Yet, rates of violence against women continue to rise. Domestic violence is still the number
one cause of injury to women. The Shriver Report
states: “Once thought of as a purely private matter,
intimate violence is now recognized to have farreaching public health and financial consequences
that extend to the workplace.”
Victims are still forced to bear
the responsibility of and shame for the crime
against them. Women in this focus group, all of
whom experienced some form of violence, reported
that prevention tends to focus on teaching women
how to be safe. The emphasis needs to be redirected to the perpetrator’s behavior, educating both
men and women to challenge the “macho” stereotyping and lack of respect for women’s equality.
This effort must start at a young age.
The complex relationship between the
abuser and the victim must also be recognized as a
family issue, with clear messages that avoid confusion for children. When a court awards custody to
abusive spouses, victims are required to put themselves at risk and potentially expose their children
to more violence. Furthermore, if victims seek
metal health services to cope with the abuse, their
use of the service is used against them in custody
hearings, when in fact, seeking professional services

and treatment should be encouraged.

INSTITUTIONAL MECHANISMS
•

Create or strengthen national machineries and
other governmental bodies; ensure that responsibility for the advancement of women is vested
in the highest possible level of Government.

•

Integrate gender perspectives in legislation, public policies, programmes and projects; ensure
that before policy decisions are taken, an analysis of their impact on women and men is carried
out.

•

Generate and disseminate genderdisaggregated data and information for planning and evaluation, measure, in quantitative
terms, unremunerated work that is outside national accounts.

While national mechanisms and governmental bodies have been established for the advancement of women, along with laws and policies, there
has been little enforcement over the last 10 years.
For example, public lawsuits, such as for Equal Employment Opportunity Commission’s (EEOC) actions, have been negligible while judicial environments for private suits is inhospitable. To bring
such cases to court, the emotional, financial and
reputational costs to plaintiffs are enormous.
The U.S. has not signed, and the Senate has
not acted on, The Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW), which was adopted in 1979 by the UN
General Assembly.

Commissions on the Status of Women
At the federal level, President Barack Obama
established the White House Council on Women
and Girls. Unfortunately, in Connecticut, Vermont

and New Hampshire, budgets for Commissions on
the Status of Women and similar bodies have been
cut, setting back efforts to move forward on
women’s issues.
The health focus group also identified that
only one New England state has a Department of
Women’s Health: Rhode Island.

New media
Growth of new media via the Internet has
created new and often effective ways to influence
government, policy makers and public opinion. Amnesty International, Essence Magazine, and Emily’s
List in particular have played a role.

POVERTY
•

Review, adopt and maintain macroeconomic
policies and development strategies that address the needs and efforts of women in poverty.

•

Revise laws and administrative practices in order
to ensure women’s equal rights and access to
economic resources.

•

Provide women with access to savings and credit
mechanisms and institutions

•

Develop gender-based methodologies and conduct research to address the feminization of
poverty.

New Hampshire has the lowest poverty rate
of all the states at 9 or 10 percent. The U.S. is the
richest country in the world; it is shameful that a
poverty level of 9 or 10 percent is considered good.
There has been no review and adoption of macroeconomic policies and no strategies to address the
needs and efforts of women in poverty. Laws have
not been revised and no state has conducted studies to address women’s poverty.
For too long, women and their children, who
8

make up the largest segment of those who are
poor, have lacked adequate housing, child care,
health care and livable wage employment that
would help them to achieve and succeed. It is clear
that domestic violence has a large role to play in
this scenario, since all too often it is the reason
women and their children lose financial stability.
We need to show the faces of the poor in the media.

outcomes, including redefining federal, state and
local standards of defining poverty.

•

Promote women’s economic rights and independence, including access to employment and
appropriate working conditions and control over
economic resources.

Too many single parent families are currently relegated to assistance programs that sometimes come too little, too late and do nothing to enhance opportunities to move them out of abject
poverty. Overall, assistance programs seem only to
be interested in helping the poor survive rather
than taking the poor out of poverty.

•

Facilitate women’s equal access to resources,
employment, markets and trade.

•

Provide business services, training and access to
markets, information and technology, particularly to low income women. Strengthen women’s
economic capacity and commercial networks.

•

Eliminate occupational segregation and all
forms of employment discrimination.

•

Promote harmonization of work and family responsibilities for women and men.

The Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC) and Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) are not fulfilling their objectives.
Women on TANF are not taught the skills necessary
to hold minimum-wage jobs. While education is the
key to eradicating poverty, access to quality education for the poor is severely limited except in Maine,
where women are provided support, child care, and
education so that they can pursue higher education
to earn a living wage and advance out of poverty.
Gender inequalities also exist in housing and
the criminal justice system. This economic downturn offers a unique opportunity to put forth a powerful new message to all, including President
Obama: Poverty can happen to anyone, including
those whose small businesses have failed, graduating college students with mega student loans and
no jobs, those re-entering community after being
incarcerated, and those who are trying to leave violent homes, all through no fault of their own.
A cultural shift is needed to achieve not only
how we see the poor but also what we must do to
address their increasing needs. Change will likely
need to be legislated in order to have the broadest
and most systemic method for achieving positive
9

ECONOMY

In the state of New Hampshire, women
make only 70 cents to every dollar men make, and
nationally, the average is 77 cents for every dollar
men make. Now, women make up 50 percent of the
workforce. It is men in the ratio of 3/4 who have
lost jobs in the present downturn. A significant
amount of federal stimulus dollars are going to construction jobs, the majority of which are held by
men. “Women jobs” remain typically low paying,
sub-living wage levels.
The Institutional Mechanisms focus group
reported that studies on the disparate treatment of
girls in science, math and engineering – subjects
which garner higher-paying jobs – emphasized the
need to improve opportunities for girls at a young
age. For example, girls who use tools at a young
age do better in science and math. Remedial programs are required, along with greater execution.
In addition, the Supreme Court abdicated
responsibility to enforce equal pay in the Ledbetter

v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Subsequent Congressional legislation is prospective only, which
leaves Ms. Ledbetter without an effective remedy.
However, the Lily Ledbetter Fair Pay Act, passed by
Congress in 2009, may help women in the future if
it is effectively enforced.

this focus group, particularly the Barbie doll image
and implied violence and gender stereotyping portrayed. These portrayals are dangerous for both
men and women; particularly women who suffer
from self-image and self-esteem issues that can
lead to eating disorders.

While this focus group pointed out that both
mentoring and training are essential in helping to
empower women to compete in arenas dominated
by men, the Shriver Report also suggests that the
business culture needs to shift as well:

In fact, the damage comes from more than
the sexualization and the reification of women, it is
the misrepresentation as the Shriver Report points
out:

The vast majority of employers need to let
go of outdated models such as thinking
that there is only one place that work gets
done, one way to structure a work day, one
model for the ideal career, and one leadership style that works in today’s workplace.

The mainstream media outlets often suggest
that women have “made it,” portraying
women as successful executives at the top of
every profession, yet in real life there are far
too few women among the highest ranks of
the professions, and millions of everyday
women struggle to make ends meet and to
juggle work and family.

MEDIA
•

Increase women’s participation in and access to
expression and decision-making in and through
the media and new technologies of communication; Governments should aim at gender balance
through the appointment of women and men to
all advisory, management, regulatory or monitoring bodies.

•

Promote a balanced and non-stereotyped portrayal of women in the media. The media organizations, NGOs and the private sector should
promote the equal sharing of family responsibility and produce materials that portray diverse
roles of women leaders.

•

Develop within mass media and advertising organizations professional guidelines and codes of
conduct and other forms of self-regulation to
promote the presentation of non stereotyped
images of women, consistent with freedom of
expression.

The question is, however, why are we buying into it? More education and consciousnessraising for boys and girls are needed to help make
personal changes and decisions from within rather
than from the media’s definitions.
There is a need to portray real, healthy, mutually respectful relationships. Core family values of
decency and multi-generational collaboration are
essential. Indeed, “it takes a Village!” Let us work
towards genuine partnership.

Frustration with the media was evident in
10

Emerging and Continuing Issues

Over the past 15 years, many inroads have
been cut into the fabric of the country but the
world and many more need to be fashioned. The
environment, immigration and the economy continue to emerge as issues. And in the riptide of recession gripping the country and a new administration in Washington, what emerged most strongly at
this conference was Gratitude.
Gratitude over greed, as individuals, families, workers and consumers.
Gratitude over grasping; reaching out and
giving, rather than trying to take more and more.

Media
For both girls and women, the media continues to be a focus of contention, particularly in its
portrayal of women as sexual objects, placing an
unhealthy and unrealistic burden on women to be
like “Barbie.” The result is low self-esteem, eating
disorders and more. There was a call to “keep it
real” and ban advertising that is harmful to the
physical and emotional well being of women and
girls.

Women of a certain age, “the 20somethings,” have a health gap, most probably due to
the relative prosperity the country experienced as
well as Title IX and affirmative action. However,
past issues are resurfacing, including HIV/AIDS in
the Latina population and teenage pregnancy.
The insurance and pharmaceutical industries’ lock on the health care system is one of the
primary contributors to skyrocketing costs. This
lock must be broken.

Domestic violence
It is time to change the conversation: not on
teaching women to protect themselves, but to have
men abstain from violence.

Institutional mechanisms
The United States is a diverse country and
coalitions need to be built among and with diverse
groups. Policies need to be updated and new ones
crafted to reflect today’s realities.

Discrimination
Women and leadership
To affect real change, women must continue
to grasp the reins of power and be comfortable in
that position, confident in their abilities. Women
tend to feel as if they are not good enough, but it is
time to have the internal match the external and
feel that confidence.

Health
Women’s mental health is deteriorating rapidly. With the economic downturn, we are seeing
more women entering the work force to make ends
meet, while also retaining much of their previous
roles at the home and adding pressure to their already strained work load.
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Equality should extend to all people, including homosexuals.

The Report, Forum photographs, and videos may
be found on our website:
http://women2girls.wordpress.com
For questions or inquiries regarding the report,
contact:
women2girls@gmail.com

State Organizers

New Hampshire
JACQUELINE K. WEATHERSPOON
The Honorable Jackie Weatherspoon served in the New
Hampshire House of Representatives from 1996-2002.
As Minority House Whip, member of the Election Law
Committee, and third from the chair of the opposition
party, Jackie's accomplishments include being chief
sponsor of the bill finally enacting observance of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day as a holiday in New Hampshire, the last of the fifty states to officially recognize the
day. Jackie accompanied former First Lady Hillary
Rodham Clinton to Iceland in connection with Vital
Voices in 1999. Since 2004, Jackie has served in the electoral assistance division of the UN Secretariat’s roster of
electoral experts. Selected by the US State Department,
Jackie facilitated implementation of the last phases of
the Dayton Peace Agreement and served the Northern
Initiative by preparing Estonia and Lithuania for entry
into the European Union. In Africa, Jackie has coordinated elections in Malawi and functioned as technical
advisor of the 2007 presidential elections in Nigeria for
the UN/UNDP. Jackie recently founded Decisions in Democracy International, an NGO/nonprofit working to
train women from emerging democracies for elected
office. Jackie serves on nonprofit boards, including to
the Harvard Kennedy School and the New Hampshire
Public Radio. She is married to Russell D. Weatherspoon, class of '81 Harvard School of Education, who
currently holds the position of Dean of Residential Life at
Phillips Exeter Academy. They have four adult children
and six grandchildren.

University of New Hampshire in 1987 to teach Human
Development and Women's Studies. She was a founding
faculty member of the Race, Culture and Power minor
and was coordinator for several years. She was a member of the President’s Commission on the Status of
Women at UNH for 8 years, followed by the appointment by Gov. Jeanne Shaheen to the NH Commission on
the Status of Women for 8 years just after returning
from the UN Fourth World Conference on Women in
1995 in Beijing, China. The 14 women who went to Beijing from NH created a conference, Bring Back Beijing,
that attracted 500 women, and helped to organize the
Beijing plus Five, in 2000. During all this time she taught
Women's Studies at UNH until her retirement in
2004. For the 50th anniversary gift of her class to the
university, she directed The Photographic Exhibit of the
Women's History at the University of New Hampshire,
which now hangs in the Rockingham Room of the MUB.

ADAM KELLY
Adam graduated from Phillips Exeter Academy in 2007.
For his final trimester at the Academy, he participated in
the Washington Intern Program, living on Capitol Hill for
ten weeks with fifteen other “Exonians” and interning
for Vice President (then Senator) Joe Biden. After completing his freshman year at Skidmore College, he decided to spend a year away from school, working as a
field organizer for Jeanne Shaheen’s successful US Senate campaign. He currently attends the University of
New Hampshire as a second-year political science major,
serves on the board of the Exeter Democratic Town
Committee, and plays violin professionally in the Seacoast NH area.

PHYLLIS KILLAM-ABELL
With a BS in chemistry from UNH, Phyllis Killam-Abell
went on later to complete a MS from URI in Child Development and Family Relations in 1968. Returning to
school she received an Ed.D in Human Development
from Boston University in 1980 with her dissertation using Carol Gilligan's work on moral reasoning to inform a
reproductive decision of sterilization. She then taught at
the University of Maine at Farmington, and came to the
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Maine
BETH EDMONDS
The Honorable Beth Edmonds was the Democratic President of the Maine State Senate from 2003-2008, making
her first in the line of succession for the governorship.
She is the only second female Senate President in Maine
history and the first to serve a second term. While a
member, Edmonds was instrumental in raising the state
minimum wage, as well as resolving a longstanding conflict on the Workers' Compensation Board. Since moving
to Maine after her graduation from Clark University, Edmonds has been actively involved in the National Organization for Women (NOW) and worked as an activist on
the Equal Rights Amendment. She has worked at the
Freeport Community Library since 1982, and became
director in 2005.
WILLIAM NELLIGAN
William Nelligan is an independent consultant on youth
engagement and outreach across Maine and New England. He has worked on several major political campaigns, including as an advisor around youth involvement to the Maine Obama Campaign and the Rowe for
Governor Campaign; he also served as Deputy Manager
of the Maine Democratic Convention in 2008, a role he
will reprise in 2010. Nelligan also served as Program Coordinator for the Portland Housing Authority's Public
Housing Study Center, and as advisor to the City of Portland during a ten year restructuring of its Youth Advisory
Council. He is currently working with the County of Cumberland to design a youth-focused Commission on Strategic Partnership, one that he will eventually co-chair.
Nelligan currently Co-Chair's the Portland Police Department's Advisory Subcommittee on Youth Outreach, sits
on the Institute for Civic Leadership's Young Emerging
Leaders Advisory Panel, and will soon be appointed to
the State of Maine's Shared Youth Vision Council. As a
high school journalist, Nelligan reported for XM Radio,
Youth Radio, and the Huffington Post during the New
Hampshire Primaries, national political conventions, and
election day; his pieces - on youth and their involvement
in politics - have appeared in multiple venues across radio and print.
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Massachusetts
JACKIE JENKINS-SCOTT
Jackie Jenkins-Scott became the 13th President of Wheelock College in 2004. Jenkins-Scott received her B.S. Degree from Eastern Michigan University, a Masters of Social Work from Boston University School of Social Work,
and completed a Post Graduate Research Fellowship at
Radcliffe College. As a community leader, public health
advocate and innovative administrator, she has been a
nationally known figure for nearly thirty years. From
1983 until 2004, she served as the President and Chief
Executive Officer of the Dimock Community Health Center in Roxbury, Massachusetts. In 2007, Boston's Mayor
Thomas M. Menino selected her to Co-Chair his School
Readiness Action Planning Team, charged with developing specific strategies to prevent the achievement gap
among the next generation of students. Jenkins-Scott
was asked by Governor Deval L. Patrick to Co-Chair the
'Readiness Project', the group responsible for developing
a 10-year strategic plan to implement the vision for education in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
JUNKO KIM
Junko Kim is the founder of Vision Sprout, a consulting
company working for nonprofits to improve the quality
of life for our communities. She volunteers on nonprofit
boards, advises start-up companies, and mentors entrylevel employees. Kim is a first generation immigrant,
who enjoys working with people from all backgrounds
and nations to find solutions to big problems. She received her M.Ed from Harvard University, and B.A. from
Barnard College. She resides in Boston with her husband, who teaches and coaches high school students.
When she is not working, the garden and indoor plants
double in size.

Rhode Island
SHANNA WELLS
Shanna Wells, M.Ed., is the Director of the RI Commission on Women. Wells has spent the last twenty years
working for the equality and economic equity of women
and minorities.

Vermont
CARMEL QUINN
Carmel Quinn is the Director of Advocacy for the Girl
Scouts of the Green and White Mountains. Quinn has
worked in the education and social services field for 30
years. She was instrumental in the development of Girls
Rock the Capitol, a nationally recognized legislative internship program for high school students. Quinn and
teams of interns attended the 52nd and 53rd UN Commissions on the Status of Women in NYC.
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